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Abstract
Shrinkage crac k patterns which deve lop in a layer of a dr yi ng slurry of
Alz0 3 pow der an d water are stu died . Th e ways in which t he pa t tern changes
wit h t he depth of t he layer , with fri ction betwe en t he layer and t he conta iner,
and with add ed impurities are describ ed. A stat ist ical analys is is give n of how
cha nges in th ese expe rime nta l condit ions affect th e length scale of th e pattern ,
the junction ang les betw een crac ks, th e nucl eation sites of th e crac ks, and
the number of sides of th e pol ygon s form ed by th e crac king pro cess. T he
length scale of t he pat tern inc reases linearl y wit h depth . Longer length scales
are observed in pattern s where t he friction between th e layer and it s subst rate
is redu ced which shows t hat fri ction is th e ma in source of st ress for frac tur e.
Most crack jun ctions are perp endi cular showing th at crac k jun ction s a re
forme d primarily through inter sections of new crac ks with pr e-existin g ones .
T hese result s are compa re d with t he recen t resul ts of Groism an and Kapl an .
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Shrinkage crack patterns are commonly observed in man y naturally occur -
ring systems [1]. The patterns are complicated arrays of polygon s form ed by
many intersecting cracks. Some two-dimensional examples includ e cracks in
the glaze on a ceramic mug , dried mud, or dried paint . Fig . 1.1 is a picture of
cracks in a layer of dried mud of approximat e area 20 cm by 20 cm. In some
cases th e crack pattern propagates in th e third dir ection. Exampl es are th e
long hexagonal columns which form in cooling basalt flows, like th e Giant 's
Causeway shown in Fig . 1.2, and ice-wedge polygons in permafrost [2] in th e
Arcti c. The lengthscales of these patterns range from a few millimetres in
the glaze in ceramics to 30 metres in the ice-wedge polygons. Th e cracks
in two-dimensional patterns may be classified as diffuse or brittle. Diffuse
crac ks are rough and jagged, like th e cracks in Fig. 1.1, while brittle crac ks
have smooth faces and are found in subst ances like ceramics.
The study of fracture has been subject to a ren ewed int erest since th e
landmark paper by Griffith in 1920 [3]. Geologist s have long been int erest ed
in fracture patterns becaus e understanding th eir formation may give infor-
mation on th e environmental condit ions, like temp eratures and sa linity of
wat er , of pr eviou s era s [4]. Fracture is important in indu stri al applica t ions
concern ing coatings and the changes in st rengths of mat erial s which have
surface scratches. Crack patterns are also of interest in th e field of nonlin -
ear dynamics becaus e the dynamics of fracture are not well understood , and
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crack patterns are an example of irr evers ible pattern form ati on .
Figure 1.1: Cracks in a dr ied mud layer in Chil e. The area shown is a.p-
proximately 20 em by 20 em. Photograph by Stephen Short , .June, 1996.
1.1 Review of Previous Work
Shrinkage crack patterns aris e in materials which contract whi le cooling or
drying. This work considers two-d imensional shrinkage crack patterns form ed
as a result of drying. As a layer of a material dries , it s volum e decreases as
the water evaporates, and the layer contracts . Due to adhesion to the sub-
strate, stress builds in the layer , and when the stress exceeds the local tensil e
strength, the material fractures. When the resulting crack open s, th e str ess
is relieved locally along the sides of the crack, but becomes concent rated a.t
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Figure 1.2: The Giant's Causeway in Northern Ireland. Copyright 1995,
interKnowledge Corp.
the crack tip . As a result the crack propagates lengthwise until the stress at
the tip is reduced to below the local strength of the material [5]. In a homo-
geneous medium the crack will form and grow perpendicular to the direction
of maximum stress so as to relieve the stress most efficiently.
A crack pattern forms as multiple cracks grow and intersect. The stress
in the vicinity of a crack face is parallel to the face since a free surface can
support no stress. Thus any crack nucleating at or growing to meet the
edge of a preexisting crack will meet that crack perpendicularly. Although
two independent cracks will meet at a 90° junction angle , 120° ju nct.ion
angles have also been observed. Non-perpendicular junctions are formed
by other methods of crack junction formation which include the splitting of
a crack tip into two or more cracks, the joining of two initially parallel cracks
propagating together to form a single crack, or the nucleation of multiple
cracks at some nucleation site. Nucleation sites are impurities in the material .
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such as air bubbles, sand gra ins, dust , or microscopic inhomogeneities such
as mi croscopic defect s in the mat eri al.
It has been proposed that in a homogen eous mat erial und er uniform con-
t ract ion, 1200 junction angl es give th e larg est ratio of elast ic energy relief to
the energy of new sur faces being creat ed by cracking [6J. Whil e th e presen ce
of 1200 jun ction angl es has been not ed in thin layers of vari ous mater ials
[4, 7, 9J and in computer models of fracture [9], it has been noti ced by sev-
era l authors that most cra ck junctions in two-dim ensional pat tern s are at ~)Q 0
[1, 7, 10, n].
Two-dimensional shrinkage crack pattern s in mud in an cien t geologica l
formations have been discussed [6, 10, 11, 12J. Crack pattern s in mud in
containe rs left in th e sun to dry were studied qualitativ ely [4, 10, 12J and
it was obse rved that larger polygons were found in thicker layers and in
mor e rapidl y dri ed layers. Most crack jun cti ons were found to be ort hogonal
[10, l l ] but a number of 1200 jun ction angl es were found in th e thinnest
layers [4J.
Lachenbruch studied cont ract ion crack pat tern s in the ice-wedge polygons
in the permafrost in th e Arcti c, which are similar to mud crac k pattern s [2J.
Ice-wedge polygons form ed, over th e course of hundreds of years, afte r frac-
t ures opened in th e layer of permafrost du e to therma l te nsion. In the spring
t haws, the top layer of ice melt ed and water ra n into the crac ks. Duri ng
the winter months, t he water froze and expa nded, makin g t he crac ks wider.
Many fra ctures form ed and int eracted , creat ing the ice-wedge polygonal pat -
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tern observed in the Arctic. Lachenbruch provides a model of a st ress relief
zone in th e vicinity of a singl e fra cture. Th e stress at a crack wall is zero. Far
away from the crack the str ess in th e bulk is equal to th e pre-cracking st ress.
so there exists a zone of stress relief near a crack. Th e width of th e zone
depends strongly on depth of the cra ck as well as on th e st ress distribu t ion
in the layer at a given crack depth. The model indicates that th e spacing
between the cracks is the same order of magnitude as the cra ck depth.
Skjeltorp and Meakin [9] studied crack pattern s which form ed in a mono -
layer of polystyrene microspheres dried betwe en two glass plates. At early
stages of growth, they observed the cracks to be linear with rapid growth.
Most crack junction angles were 1200 due to the hexagonal packin g of th e
microspheres. At later stages, the growth slowed and the shap es of th e cracks
became irregular. They pres ented a two-dimensional computer mod el of fra c-
tur e where th e layer was repres ent ed by a triangular network of nodes a nd
bonds which initially form ed a triangular lattice. Each nod e was bonded to
it s six nearest neighbours and mor e weakl y to an und erlyin g subst rate. with
th e total system energy given by the harmonic approximation . Th e latti ce
was initially stretched isotropically, then a bond was select ed at random , and
broken with a probability which dep ended on th e energy betwe en nodes. Th e
lattice was then allowed to relax, and the proc ess rep eat ed. Th e resulting
pattern of cracks was similar to th e experimental pattern.
Hornig et al. [13] presented a similar spring-block model with a tri angul ar
lattice and harmonic bonds between nodes and th e substrate. Th e st ress
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in the layer was increased by isotropically st retc hing the subst rate. T he
forces acting on the springs were calculate d and where th e force excee ded
the breakdown threshold, chosen by a given probability distribution in th e
range [lm in , J m in + IV], th e springs were removed. Th e parameter WI J min
cha rac te rized th e disord er in the syst em . Th ey found a tra nsit ion from irreg-
ular to regular cracks as th e th e st rength of disord er decreased , and found
a power law dependence of the mean fragment size of th e poly gons on th e
st ra in .
Leung and Andersen [14J used a spring-block mod el of blocks in a squa re
array connec te d to neare st neighbours with springs and in contac t with an
und erlying substrate with lattice constant a . Th e dr ying pro cess was simu-
lated by fixing a and th e relax ed spring length to impo se an initi al te nsile
st ra in s while increasing th e spring constant to increase st iffness . Force on
th e blocks was calculated and the str ess was relieved through spring break s
or block slips with threshold dynamics: If the force on a block exceeded the
slipping threshold Fs ' th e block slipped to a force-free position , if t he force
excee ded th e breakin g threshold Fe = «F, t he spring brok e. Th e par am eter
fi, defined th e charact erist ics of th e syste m: larger fi, repr esen ted a st ronger
material or weaker substrate coupling. For a larg e enough 5, th ey found a
phase transition in the cra ck morphology from small and randomly located
for small er fi, to larg er and mor e ord ered for larg er n, Th ey found a t ransi -
tion in th e probability densit y offragm ent area, from log-norm al to a possible
power law depend ence, as fi, increased . Thi s impli es that as th e friction is
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redu ced or th e material mad e st ronger, th e distribution of fragm ent sizes
changes from random to mor e ord ered.
A similar spring-block mod el was used by And ers en et al. [15]. Blocks on
a square array were connected by springs to their near est neighb our s and
also connecte d to a sub strate. Th e sam e thr eshold dynami cs as above were
used. Th ey noti ced that for larg e K th e crack jun ction s were perp endi cular ,
while for smaller K a wider range of junction angl es was present , where large
K represented a stronger material or reduced bottom friction .
Groisman and Kaplan [7] studied shrinkage crack patterns in experime nts
similar to this work. They allowed coffee-wate r mixtures to dr y on circular
glass plat es, 14 cm in diam eter, or on squa re boxes ran ging from 20 em
x 20 cm to 48 cm x 48 cm. Th ey found a linear relati onship between
the scale of th e pattern and th e thi ckness of th e dri ed layers, which range d
from 2 mm to 16 mm. Th ey examined th e effect of bot tom friction hy
drying layers of similar thi ckness on an untreat ed glass plat e, a plat e coa ted
with 2 mm of grease, and a plated coated with 6 mm of vaselin e. Th ey
observed th e most cracks in th e untreat ed plat e and th e fewest in th e vase line
coate d plate, which showed th at redu cing th e bottom fricti on increases th e
lengthscale of th e pattern . The y mea sur ed th e percentage of 1200 jun ction
angles as a function of depth and observ ed a tr ansition from almo st zero in
thick er layers to about 30% in layers thinner than 4 mm . Th ey also noti ced a
transition in th e pattern morphology at thi s thi ckness. Above thi s thi ckness
th e cracks form ed a polygonal network and th e crack edges were smoot her,
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while for layers less than 4 mm thick there was no definite polygonal network
and the cracks were diffuse. The transition in morphology was attributed
to facilitated nucleation from inherent inhomogeneities which caused many
cracks to form at the same time and screen each other. They suggested that
1200 junction angles occur when a crack tip splits. For thinner layers, this
occurs at defects in the material. The transition to an increased number of
1200 junctions shows that another lengthscale associated with tbe texture
of the material is important during cracking. A similar transition was also
observed in drying cornflour-water mixtures by Webb and Beddoe [8].
A three-dimensional crack pattern is created when a two-dimensional crack
pattern propagates in the third dimension as a result of a cooling or drying
gradient. The gradient causes tension in the material since the cooler or
drier portion will be contracted relative to the warmer or wetter portion.
Examples occur in basaltic lava flows, like tbe Giant's Causeway sbown in
Fig. 1.2, in which a cooling front propagated from top to bottom as the bot
rock cooled. The stress was relieved by cracking in the form of long, thin
hexagonal columns. The cracking in the third dimension has been modeled
in experiments by subjecting a thin layer of a material to a drying or cooling
front in the plane of the layer.
Yuse and Sano [16] examined the morphology of single cracks wbicb formed
in glass plates with a moving thermal gradient. The crack motion exhibited a
transition from straight to oscillatory to brancbed as the speed of the cooling
front increased. The transition was a result of an instability in the crack tip.
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Ma rde r [17] observed that t he crac k motion in these ex periments cou ld Iw
st udied with th e methods of nonlin ear dynamics.
Fra cture pattern s in thin layers of a dir ectionally dri ed colloida l suspen-
sion betw een two glass plat es have been st udied by Allain and Limat [18].
Th e suspe nsion was allowed to dr y through one open edge and t he resu ltant
pattern of cracks was regularly spa ced . In an analy sis of thi s work , Komatsu
and Sasa [19], explained the regular spacing of the cracks in terms of maxi -
mum str ess relief: The first crack formed where there was maximum st ress,
i.e ., th e middl e of the sample, t he next cracks were in t he middl e of the two
segme nts, and thi s pro cess repeat ed until all t he water was eva porated.
Morri s et at. [20] observ ed patterns which form ed in dir ectionally dri ed
layers of Aluminum Oxid e (Ah03) and wat er in a 12 cm by 8 cm cell. Th e
layer cra cked in long thin st rips perp endi cular to t he dr yin g front. Th ey
st udied the effects of bottom fric tion by dryin g layers on variou s subst rates,
including sandpape r, polish ed stainless st eel , and mercur y. Th ey found that
th e lengthscale of th e pattern dep end ed on layer thi ckness only when t here
was sufficiently large fri ction betw een t he layer and its subst rate.
1.2 Outline of This Project
In this proj ect we provide a quantitative analysis of two-dimensional shrink-
age crack pattern s formed und er various ex perime ntal condit ions. Th e ex-
perim ental par am eters are layer depth , fri ction between the layer and t he
subst ra te, and added impurities. We det ermin e th e mean lengt.hscale of t.he
pa tt ern as a function of depth , and exam ine how the lengt hscale cha nges
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when friction between the layer and it s subst rate is redu ced and when im-
purities are added to the layer before drying. Th e result s of Groisman and
Kaplan [7] ind icate that there is a linear relationship betw een th e length -
scale of th e pattern and th e thi ckness of the dri ed layer , but do not show
quant it at ively how th e slope dep ends on friction betw een th e layer and its
subst rate or with th e level of impurities in th e layer. We find the avprage
are a per polygon and expec t it to scale linearly with depth squared as shown
in th e results of Groisman and Kaplan. By measuring th e crac k jun ction
angles and counting th e number of sides per polygon we obtain quantitative
information about the distribution of crack junction ang les. Th e distribution
is expe ct ed to hav e a strong peak at 90° in thi ck layers and for thinner lay-
ers, a transition to increased numbers of 120° is expe ct ed [7, 8]. We examine
th e distribution of crack junction angle s and changes in th e distribution as
a function of the experimental parameter s. With Fouri er an alysis, we st udy
th e statistical properties of th e crack patterns which give information about
th e spat ial structure of th e pattern and are useful in classifyin g th e pattern s.
Experimental
2.1 Apparatus
Chapter 2
Experimental
II
A schematic illust rat ion of the apparatus used is shown in Figure 2.1. To
maintain a stable environment and constant drying rat e, th e expe rime nts
were conducted inside an insulated enclosure. Th e enclosure was mad e from
1.1 cm plywood and had outside dim ensions of 76 cm x 76 cm x :244 em. It
was insulated with 5.1 ern styrofoam insulation lining th e insid e. Four fifteen
watt light bulbs installed at th e top of th e insulated enclosure were used
as th e heat source for the experiments, and also illuminated th e mud layer
for video recordings mad e during the cracking pro cess. Th e temp eratur e
at th e layer was maintained betw een 25°C and 28°C for all run s, and was
consta nt to within 1°C during a given run . A thin sheet of t ra nsluce nt
plastic was pla ced below the bulbs to diffuse th e light, producing more even
illumination. A charge-coupled device video camera was positioned near the
top of the housing and was used with a GYYR time laps e video record er,
mod el number TL C1800R , to record the cracking pro cess.
Individual frames from th e video record were digiti zed for anal ysis using
an Ima ging Technolo gy Inc. PC/ vision -plu s fram e grabbe r ca rd in a persona]
computer. Th e fram e grabbe r capture d ima ges of 480 x 512 pixels wher e
th e int ensity of each pixel was st ored as an 8-bit binar y numb er. i.t .. tilt>
digitized int ensity rang e was from 0 to 255. A light tabl e beneath t he mud
Exp erim ental
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Figur e 2.1: Th e experime ntal apparatus.
Experimental
layer provided illumination from below for photographs taken at the end
of each run . The photographs and digitized images were used for the data
analysis .
2 .2 Experimental Conditions
The "mud" used was a slurry of water and Aluminum Oxide C (chemical
formula A120 3 ) powder supplied by Degussa Canada Ltd. The AI20:l or
alumina particles are 130 A in size and insoluble in water. The slurry was
poured into a 62.2 ern x 62.2 cm Plexiglas pan with a sturdy 2.5 ern thick
base and allowed to dry for 5 - 17 days depending on the thickness of the
layer. Between 60.1 g to over 500 g of alumina was mixed with I - :3 I of
water using a hand blender.
The experimental conditions varied were the thickness of the layer, the
friction between the layer and its substrate, and impurities added to the
slurry. For the runs referred to as Type A experiments, the alumina was
used with no added impurities, and the Plexiglas substrate was untreated.
In the Tpye B experiments, the friction between the layer and the substrate
was reduced by spraying the pan with a thin, transparent coating of teflon
(Crown 66075 dry film lubricant). There were no impurities added to the
Type B experiments . The Type C experiments also had bottom friction
reduced by a teflon coating, but impurities were introduced by sprinkling 10
cm'' of sand grains, 425 - 500 Jlm in size, evenly over the top of the slurry
before the drying began. These particles are ""104 times the size of the AI20 :J
particles and on the same size scale as the layer thickness. The sand floated
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on top of th e layers. We did four run s of each typ e of expe riment; th e typ e
of experiment, range of depths of th e dri ed layer , ma ss M of Ab03 used ,
volume V of water used , and approximate drying times t of each one is listed
in Table 1. The depths listed are the rang es of depths of S em squares within
th e conta iner. Th e depth measurement is an averag e over 5 poin ts within
th e sample area and th e error in depth is th e standard deviation of those
five points. Th e squares were not physi cally divid ed , but distin guished by a
grid drawn on th e bottom of th e pan . Over any given run , th e dep th of th e
sample areas varied by up to 2.2 mm which could be due to the support ing
light tabl e not being perfectly level or to th e bottom plat e being warp ed.
I Type I layer depth (mm) M (g) I V (I) It (hr) I
A 0.13 ± 0.02 - 0.63 ± 0.06 60.5± 1.0 1 95
A 0.40 ± 0.02 - 1.16 ± 0.05 116.7± 1.0 1 62
A 0.51 ± 0.02 - 1.41 ± 0.10 155.2± 1.0 1 lOS
A 1.73 ± 0.02 - 3.35 ± 0.21 495± 50 2.S 202
B 0.22 ± 0.02 - O.SO± 0.05 69.S± 1.0 1 120
B 0.32 ± 0.02 - LIS ± 0.09 116.1± 1.0 1 54
B 0.45 ± 0.02 - 1.51 ± 0.06 154.6± 1.0 1 122
B 1.91 ± 0.04 - 4.12 ± 0.46 500± 50 3 379
C 0.15 ± 0.02 - 0.62 ± 0.06 60.1± 1.0 1 100
C 0.32 ± 0.03 - I.4S ± 0.06 13S.4± 1.0 1 107
C 0.76 ± 0.05 - I .S4 ± 0.05 266.1± 1.0 1 90
C 1.76 ± 0.05 - 3.02 ± 0.12 450.7± 1.0 2 IS4
Tab le 1: Rang e of depths , mass M of Al203 used , volum e V of water used ,
and approximate dryin g tim es t for the expe rime ntal run s.
Results and Analysis
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Results and Analysis
3.1 Qualitative Description of Patterns
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The fracture patterns which form in all of the experimental runs have quali-
tative similarit ies . Fig. 3.1 is a picture of one of t he patterns. The fractures
which form first in t he dr ying slurry are referr ed to as pr imary cracks. These
cracks are typically an order of magnitude longer than the finallengthscale of
the pattern. The faces of the cracks are smooth and there are no sharp bends
except in the thinnest layers of Type C experiments. As the slurry dries
further, successive generations of cracks open between the primary cracks
forming a complicated pattern of polygons. The result ing pattern has a
characteristic length scale. The polygons formed by the primary cracks and
the following generations of cracks are predominantly four-sided. Most of the
junctions between cracks are at right angles, with a few non-perpendicular
junctions. Under all experimental conditions, the lengthscale of the pattern
and area of t he po lygons increases with increasing layer depth.
There are also qua litative differences in the fracture patterns depend ing on
the experimental cond it ions . For very t hin layers in Type B experime nts, the
edges of the po lygons tend to cur l downwards because they do not stick to the
surface. This curling does not occur for the other experimental conditions.
For similar layer depths, the polygons in the Type B experiments have greatl'r
area than the polygons in Type A or Type C experiments.
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Figur e 3.1: Pattern formed in a Type A experiment of approximately 16 em
by 16 em in real spac e. d = 0.57 ± 0.02 mm
Result s and Analysis
3.2 Wavelength of the Pattern
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We define th e wavel ength A of th e pattern as th e average distan ce between
crac ks, and approximate it by 1/ IN;, where N p is th e number of polygons in
t he sam ple area and z2 is th e ar ea of t he sam ple. Th e approxi mat ion would
be an equality if all th e polygons wer e equal sized squa res . In this ana lysis
F was taken as a sample region of area 64.0 ern", well awa y from t he edges
of th e container. The total area of the container is 3700 ern ",
Th e wavel ength as a function of depth d for ea ch typ e of ex pe rime nt is
plot ted in Figure 3.2. In all expe r ime nt s, th e wavelen gth increases linear ly
wit h dep th . Th e erro r bar s on A in Fig. 3.2 are t he sa me size as the symbols
and are du e to unc ertainties in Np and in th e approximation it self. Th e scat-
ter in th e data increases for depths greater than about 2.75 mm , parti cul arl y
in F ig . 3.2(b) . Th is may be a result of the decr eased effect of bottom fri ction
with thickening lay ers , or of three-dimensional effect s.
Lach enbruch 's th eor y of ice wedg e polygons [2J explains t he effect of in-
creas ing lengthscal e with incr easing depth with a t heo ry of st ress relief. No
normal st ress can be m aintained alon g th e edge of a crac k becau se it is a fw t'
sur face . In th e vicinity of the crack, th e stress is redu ced below t he st re ngt h
of th e material. Further away, howev er , th e stress builds until it excee ds t he
material 's strength and another crack opens. Th e location of th e new crac k
will dep end to some exte nt on th e range of t he zone of st ress relief. Lachen-
bru ch [2J shows that t he wid t h of t he zone of st ress relief incr eases wit h t he
dep th of t he crack. Groi sman and Kaplan [7J prop ose t hat since frict ion is
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Figure 3.2: >. as a funct ion of d with linear fits forced t hrough the origin.
(a) Type A experiments; >. = (3.60 ± 0.08)d, (b) Type B experiments; A =
(6.56 ± 0.26)d, (c) Type C experiments; A = (3.43 ± 0.04)d. Except where
indicated otherwise, the error bars are approximately the same size as the
symbo ls.
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approximate ly proportional to the linear dim ension of the po lygon l , then
the st ress a is approximately given by F jd ex l jd so that lex acrd where a.;
is th e crit ical stress required for cracking. Thi s argum en t also indi cates t hat
th e length scale of the pattern should increase linearl y with dep th.
The friction between the layer and the substrate was th e main source of
st ress driving the fracture. The effects of reducing fri ction betw een th e layer
and subst rate and increasing th e impurities in a sample are seen in Fig. :L~ .
Typ e A and Typ e B experime nts had no add ed impurities so th e layers had
th e same strength for fixed depth. Typ e B experime nts had redu ced bot tom
friction and so th e layers were subj ect to less st ress th an th e Typ e A layers.
Because of the reduced stress in the Type B layers there were fewer fractur es
than in the Type A experime nts at th e sam e depths.
Th e larg est impurities in all experime nts were air bubbles which were
form ed when th e slur ry was pour ed into the container. On average. t he
air bubbles were 2 mm in diam et er and t here were est imated to be roughly
250 over th e whole area in each experime nt. Oth er impurities which were
sma ller but may also be significan t were dust and microscopi c crac ks in the
Ah03. Impurities weakened th e strength of th e layer locally. Th e ex te nt to
which th e Ah03 was weakened depended on th e relative size of th e impurity:
An impurity of th e same size as th e layer would have a greate r effect th an
an impurity many tim es sma ller than th e layer thi ckness.
Th e Typ e B and Typ e C experime nts had th e same bot tom friction . Th e
added impurities in th e Typ e C experime nts redu ced th e st rength of th e
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layers and as a result th ere were mor e fra ctures in th ese run s tha n the Ty pe
B experime nts for th e sam e dep th s.
Th e Typ e A and Typ e C experime nts had similar length scales with dept h
whil e th e Typ e B experiments had longer lengthscales. Thi s sugges ts t hat
th e effects of reducing bottom friction and redu cing st rength with t he intro-
duction of impurities roughly cancel in this parti cular case.
3.3 Average Area of the Polygons
Using the math ematical package, Matlab , we converte d th e greyscale digi-
ti zed ima ges to bla ck and whit e where a black pixel was par t of a polygon
and a whit e pixel was not. Th e threshold was chosen by inspection of th e in-
tensity values of the greyscal e image. We divid ed the numb er of black pixels
by th e total number of pixels to get th e fra ction of th e image th at was solid ,
m. Figs. 3.3 - 3.11 are greyscale and bla ck and whit e im ages from run s of
varyin g depths from each typ e of experime nt. Each imag e is 8 ern square in
real space . In Fig. 3.12 we have plotted m as a fun ction of depth for eac h set
of experiments. It is constant with depth and ha s th e same valu e for all run s
within th e exp erimental scat te r. Th e averag e valu e of m over all experime nts
is m = 0.557 ± 0.015. This impli es that th e fra ctional shrinkage in th e area
does not change with th e varying expe rime ntal condit ions.
Knowing th e number of polygons N p in the sample area, we calculate d
the aver age area per polygon A p which is relat ed to the wavelength of t he
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Figure 3.3: Greyscale and black and white images of an 8 em x 8 em region
of the crack pattern for a Type A experiment with d = 0.54 ± 0.02 mm.
Figure 3.4: Greyscale and black and white images of an 8 em x 8 em region
of the crack pattern for a Type A experiment with d = 0.66 ± 0.02 mm.
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Figure 3.5: Greyscale and black and white images of an 8 em x 8 em region
of the crack pattern for a Type A experiment with d = 1.78 ± 0.03 mm.
Figure 3.6: Greyscale and black and white images of an S em x 8 em region
of the crack pattern for a Type B experiment with d = 0.26 ± 0.02 mm .
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Figure 3.7: Greyscale and black and white imag es of an 8 em x 8 em region
of the crack pattern for a Typ e B experiment with d = 0.58 ± 0.02 mrn .
Figur e 3.8: Greyscale and bla ck and whit e image s of an 8 em x 8 em region
of th e crack pattern for a Type B experiment with d = 2.64 ± 0.09 mm .
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Figure 3.9: Greyscale and black and white images of an 8 cm x 8 em region
of the crack pattern for a Type C experiment with d = 0.60 ± 0.02 mm .
Figure 3.10: Greyscale and black and white images of an 8 ern x 8 em region
of the crack pattern for a Type C experiment with d = 1.2:3± 0.0:3 nun .
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Figure 3.11: Greyscale and black and white images of an 8 em x 8 em region
of the crack pattern for a Type C experiment with d = 2.13 ± 0.06 mm .
pattern:
~ =~=A2
m Np
where I = 8.0 em is the length of th e sample side . In Fig. 3.1:3, Ap is plot.ted
as a function of depth squared, for each typ e of exp eriment , with linear fits
to the data. A p is linear with depth squared as expected since A is linear
with depth . We may compare th e results of this section with th e resu lts of
Sec. 3.2. We have , from Eq. 3.1,
(:3.2)
where k1 is the slope of the line fit to the data. From Sec. 3.2, A is proportional
to depth so we have A = k2d. We therefore expect that
(:3.:3)
The results are summarized in Table 2, and show that Eq. :3.:3 is sati sfied
within th e experimental uncertainties.
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Figure 3.12: The fraction of area which is solid, Tn as a function of d. TIl('
straight line is the mean of the data and the error bars on the lines are the
standard deviation of that mean. (a) Type A experiments; mA = 0.541 ±
0.080, (b) Type B experiments; mB= 0.560±0.021, (c) Type C experiments;
me = 0.570 ± 0.028.
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Figure 3.13: A p as a function of d2 with linear fits forced thr ough th e origin.
Th e error bar s are th e same size as th e symbol s. (a) Typ e A ex perime nts:
A p = (9.02±O.26)d2 , (b ) Typ e B experime nts; Ap = (19.5 ± 1.7)d2 , (c) Typ e
C experime nts; Ap = (6.89 ± O.88)d2 •
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Table 2: Comparison of the slopes of the linear fits from Figs. 3.2 and :3.1 :3.
3.4 Fourier Transform Analysis
The pattern of cracks has a regularity which lends itself to Fourier analysis .
Fourier transform analysis can be used to give information about the spatial
structure of a pattern, including its lengthscale. The wavelength of the pat-
tern was calcu lated in Sec. 3.2 under the approximation that the polygons
in the pattern were equal size squares . Fourier ana lysis revea ls the mean
lengthscale of the pattern with no prior assumptions about individual frag-
ment size, shape, or orientation. We also ana lyze the results to extract the
corre lat ion length of the pattern and the skewness and kurtosis of the distri -
but ion of length sca les. The analysis also indicates any preferred orientation
of the pattern.
With the mathematical package Matlab, we performed two-dimensional
fast Fourier transforms of the images captured with the framegrabber . The
Matlab program written for this analysis is given in Appe nd ix A. The Fourier
transform of the pattern is complex, and is a funct ion of the wavevector k.
We found the power spectrum of the pattern by mu ltip lying the Fourier
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transform by its complex conjugate:
PCk) = FCk)F*(k). (:3.4)
The power spectrum is a real function of k. We chose the maximum value
of k to be 0.5 in units of inverse pixels so that the image was sampled at the
Nyquist frequency.
The power spectrum had the form of a central peak with a surrounding
ring. The central peak was due to large scale nonuniformities of illumination.
Figs. 3.14 - 3.16 are images of typical patterns with their power spectra.
The patterns in these figures have a larger area than the patterns in Figs. :3.:3
- 3.11. In each of the figures, (a) and (b) are for a thin layer and (c) and
(d) are for a thick layer. The rings in the power spectra for the thick layers
in the Type A and Type B experiments, Fig. 3.14 (d) and Fig. :3.1 .5 (d), are
anisotropic which implies an overall orientation of the pattern in real space
as observed in Fig. 3.14 (c) and Fig. 3.15 (c). A layer of similar thickness
of Type C experiment, Fig. 3.16 (c) and (d), has a more isotropic power
spectrum and the pattern has less directional orientation. The thinner layers
of all experiments have approximately isotropic power spectra.
The central peak was removed and the azimuthal average of the power
spectrum was taken to obtain a smoother profile and eliminate anisotropic
effects. Figs. 3.17 - 3.19 show kP(k), where P(k) is the averaged power
spectra as a function of wavenumber k for the runs in Figs. 3.14 - 3.16. The
data are peaked about some wavenumber kc which was determined by fitting
a parabola to the peak of the distribution. The fit of the the average power
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Figure 3.14: Images and power spectra of Typ e A expe rime nts . (a) Image of
sample area with d = 0.49 ± 0.07 mm , (b) power spect rum of (a), (c) ima ge
of sample area with d = 1.93 ± 0.21 mm , (d) power spect rum of (c) .
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Figur e 3.15: Imag es and power spect ra with Typ e B experiments. (a) Image
of sample area of d = 0.28 ± 0.06 mm , (b) power spect rum of (a), (c) image
of sample area with d = 2.53 ± 0.22 mm, (d) power spect ru m of (c) .
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Figure 3.16: Images and power spectra of Type C experiments. (a) Image of
sample area with d = 0.23 ± 0.02 mm , (b) power spec t rum of (a), (c) image
of sample area with d = 2.13 ± 0.06 mm , (d) power spect rum of (c).
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spectrum shown in Fig. 3.14(b) is shown in Fig. 3.20. The error in k; was
taken as the greatest amount by which the maximum of the parabola could
be shifted and still be a reasonable fit to the data.
i~~ r j
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Figure 3.17: Azimuthally averaged power spectra of Type A experiments,
(a) d = 0.49 ± 0.07mm, (b) = 1.93 ± 0.21mm .
The lengt hsca le or wavelength of the pattern is the inverse of kc , >. = 1/ k.:
The wavelength for each type of experiment is plotted as a function of depth
in Fig. 3.21. The wavelength is linear with depth with slopes that agree
reasonably well with Sec. 3.2. Fig. 3.22 is a plot of the wavelengths found
by Fourier ana lysis along with the values of >. as found in Sec. 3.2. The two
methods of finding the lengt hscale of the pattern are consistent .
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Figure 3.18: Azimuthally averaged power spect ra of Ty pe B experime nts, (a)
d = 0.28 ± 0.06mm , (b) d = 2.53 ± 0.22mm .
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Figure 3.19: Azimuthally averaged power spectra of Typ e C experiments , (a)
d = 0.23 ± 0.02mm, (b) d = 2.13 ± 0.06mm.
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Figure 3.20: Parabola fit to the tip of kP(k) distr ibut ion of Type A experi -
ment with d = 0.49 ± 0.07 mm.
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Figure 3.21: The wavelength of the pattern (A = like) as a function of d
with linear fits forced through the origin. (a) Type A experiments; A =
(3.14 ± O.33)d, (b) Type B experiments; A = (4.86 ± O.18)d, (c) Typ e C
experiments; A = (3.11 ± O.13)d.
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Figur e 3.22: Th e wavelength of th e pattern from th e Fouri er ana lys is (solid
symbols) and th e wavelength as found in Sec. 3.2 (open symbols) as a fuu c-
tion of d, (a) Typ e A expe riments, (b) Typ e B ex perime nts, (c) Typ e ('
experiments .
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Th e mean spatial frequ ency of the dat a is defined by
, _ I IkIP(k)tPk _ Ie:"" P P(k)dk
(k) = I P(k )d2k - 1000 kP(k )dk .
Th e moments fln of P(k) about (k) are defined by
:39
(:3.5)
_ [I(lk l - (k))np(k)tPk] _ [IoOO(k - (k))nkP(k )dk] (3.6)
fln - I P(k)d2k - 1000 kP(k)dk .
The fln were calculated numerically by quadrature with Matlab. Quadrature
is a method by which th e data are fitted to a polynomial and a remainder
term. The integral is approximated by summing th e fittin g fun ction over t he
rang e of data.
Th e standard deviation a was calculate d from t he second mo ment with
a = VJi2. The standard deviation as a fun ction of dep th is plot ted in
Fig. 3.23. The error in a is tak en to be th e sca t ter in the da ta. Th e corre lat ion
length ~ which charact erizes th e rang e over which the pat tern is ord ered is
given by ~ = Y]«, In Fig. 3.23 we see that sta nda rd deviation is constant
wit h depth which impli es that th e rang e of orde r is const ant with dep th.
Except in thin layers , ~ ::; >. , which means that while for thin layers, th e
pa ttern is correlated over several wavelengths, for thi ck layers the corre lat ion
length is smaller than a wavelength . The average corr elation length , { = 1/ ii ,
changes with the type of experiment. For Typ e A, D = 5.1 ± 0.1 mm , for
Typ e B, (B = 4.S±0.5 mm , and for Typ e C, (c = 3.4±0.4 mm . Th e average
spac ing between th e impurities in Typ e C expe rime nts is about 4 mm . Thi s
suggests that th e shorte r rang e of ord er in th e Type C ex pe rime nts, is due
to th e impurities. Th e smaller correlat ion length for Typ e C indicates tha t
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experiments with added impurities had a lower rang e of ord er , consiste nt
with expectations .
The skewness S was calculated from the second and third mom ent s as
S= fl 3fl; 'i. Skewness is a mea sure of th e deviation from sy m me t ry about
the mean of t he distribution and is dimensionless . Th e error in skewness was
taken to be the differ ence in skewness betw een an out er and inn er envelope
drawn aro un d t he data. Posit ive skew ness means that the distribution is
asymmetric with a tai l extending out toward more positive k. A skewn ess
of zero indicates a symmetrical distribution and a negat ive value signifies an
asymmetric dist ribut ion wit h the tai l extending out toward mor e negative
k . In all experiments the skewness is positive and increases approximately
linearl y as a functi on of depth as show n in Fig. 3.24 . It is close to zero on ly
for the thinnest Type C layer (d = 0.23 ± 0.02 mm) .
The excess kurtosis K was calcu lated from the fourth and second moments
as K = fl 4fl"i.2 - 3, where the excess kurtosis has been defined to be zero for
a gaussian. Kur tosis is the degree of peaking relative to a gaussian and is
dimensionless . A sharp pea k has positive excess kurtosis and a Hatt er peak
has a negative value . The excess kurtosis is plotted as a fun ction of dept.h
in Fig . 3.25 . For all t hree sets of experiments, the ex cess kurtosis is close to
zero for thin layers and increases approximately linearly with depth.
These results imply that for the thinnest layers the Fourier power spec-
trum is close to ga ussian, but becomes more asymmetrical and mo re sharply
peaked with depth . The skewness and excess kurtosis do not hav e a dir ect,
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Figure 3.23: The standard deviation a as a function of d. Th e lines are the
mean value, ir and the error bars on the lines are th e standard deviation.
(a) Type A experiments; (j = 0.197 ± 0.003 mm " ! , (b) Typ e B ex pe rime nts;
(j = 0.210 ± 0.022 mm- 1, (c) Type C experiments; ir = 0.292 ± 0.0:37 nuu ? '.
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simp le relat ions hip to the pat tern in rea l space, but these values may be use-
ful in classifying the patterns or for comparisons between experimental and
numerical results.
The data were also fit to a gaussian form,
kP(k) = ~exp (_ (k - kc ) )
..j2; a 2a 2 (:3.7)
where N is a fitting pa rameter, a is the standard deviation calcu lated nu mer-
ically, and kc is the mode, determined by fitting a parabola to the peak of the
kP(k) distribution. The fit is adequate only for the thinnest layer of Typ e
C (d = 0.23 ± 0.02 mm) as seen in Fig. 3.26. Even for this experiment, th e
fit fai ls for k > 0.4 inverse pixels . There is a high-k tail in the distribution
which is also indicated by the nonzero skewness from Fig. 3.24.
In t he Ty pe C expe rime nt of depth 0.23 ± 0.02 mm, which has the kP(k)
distribut ion closest to a gaussian, the location of the cracks is probably pri-
marily determined by the location of the impurities which is approximately
random. In the other runs, the nongaussian power spectrum that the loca-
tion of cracks is not random, but has some distribution which depends 011
the stress field surrounding the crack.
3.5 Number of Sides Per Polygon as a Function of
Depth
For depths of from 0.5 mm to several millimetres we counted the number
of sides per polygon for each different type of experiment. Fig . 3.27 is a
histogram showing the number of polygons with n sides as a function of 11
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Figure 3.25: The kurtosis, K, as a function of d for Type A experiments
(circles), Type B experiments (squares), and Type C experiments (triangles).
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Figure 3.26: kP(k) as a function of k for a Type C experiment with d = 0.2:3±
0.02 mrn with a gaussian fit.
kP(k) = (81.4± 0.6)/J2; o exp [-(k - kc )2/2(12]
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for a typical run of each type of experiment. In each subplot the depth of the
layers are approximately equal. The histogram shows that there were similar
numbers of polygons with n sides for Type A and Type C experiments and
consistently fewer for the Type B experiments with the same depths since
the Type B polygons were larger. In all cases, the distributions of polygons
are similar. The plot indicates that the polygons were primarily four sided
with approximately equal numbers of three and five sided polygons and few
six sided polygons.
Figs. 3.28 and 3.29 show the unbinned data of percentage of three and
four sided polygons as a function of depth for each type of experiment. To
reduce the scatter, the data were then divided into bins 0.5 mm wide and the
average value of N p for each depth bin was calculated. On average, there are
5 points in each bin. Figs. 3.30 - 3.33 show the binned data as histograms
showing the percentage of polygons with n sides, where n ranges from :1 to
6, as a function of d. The error bars are the standard deviation of the points
in the bin.
The data in Figs. 3.28 and 3.29(a) and (b) indicate a transition at a depth
of 1.5 mm in Types A and B experiments. For layers thicker than this depth,
there is a greater amount of scatter in the data, and the percentage of :3sided
polygons is decreased while the percentage of 4 sided polygons is increased.
The percentages do not change in the Type C runs. At greater depths, there
is a wider scatter about the mean lengthscale, as can be seen in Figs. 3.2(a)
and (b), which show a scatter in the number of polygons in the sample area
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Figure 3.27 : Number of sides n per polygon as a function of ti , (a) Type A
experiment, d = 1.11 ± 0.10 mm, (b) Type B experiment , d = 1.18 ± 0.09
mm, (c) Type C experiment, d = 1.08 ± 0.05 mm.
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Figur e 3.28: Percentage of t hree sided pol ygon s as a fun cti on of d . (a) Ty pe
A expe rime nts, (b) Typ e B expe rime nts, and (c) Typ e C ex pe rime nts.
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Figure 3.29: Percentage of four sided polygons as a function of d. (a) Type
A experiments, (b) Type B experiments, and (c) Type C experiments .
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for Typ es A and B expe riments. For thicker depth s the sample areas have
fewer polygons and statistical fluctu ations may lead to more scatter in the
data. Despite this the histograms in Figs . 3.30 and 3.31 (a) and (b) do
seem to indicate a transition at a depth of about 1.5 mm to mor e 4 sided
polygons and fewer 3 sided polygons. The histogram in Fig. 3.32(b ) shows
that th ere may be a transition to a decreased number of 5 sided polygons in
Type B experiments at depths greater than 1.5 mm . Th e numb er of 6 sided
polygons stays approximately constant, within th e scatter , with depth for all
expe riment s as seen in Fig . 3.33.
Th e late st ages of individual polygon formation may cha nge with dep th . In
t he thinner layers of Typ e A and Typ e B expe rime nts, as th e ini ti al pat tern
of polygons is in th e final st ages of dryin g, t he indi vidu al po lygons cont ract
fur th er and th e adh esion to the subst ra te causes anot her fra ctur e. T hese
fractures tend to form along corne rs of th e polygons, as shown in Fig. 3.:34,
creat ing pairs of 3 and 4 sided polygons or 3 and 5 sided polygons. Thi s
fragmentation is not as common in th e thi cker layers. Figs. 3.1 and 3.35 are
images of a thin and thi ck layer of Typ e A. Figs. 3.36 and 3.37 are ima ges
of a thin and thick layer of Typ e B. Thes e imag es are approximately 16 em
by 16 em in real spa ce. Th e thin layers in Typ e A and Typ e B run s seem to
have mor e fragmented polygon s.
There is no noticeable transition seen in th e percentages of Typ e C ex-
perim ent s, and th e thin layer of a Typ e C pattern , shown in Fig. 3.:38, does
not seem to have man y fragm ent ed polygon s. In Typ e C expe rime nts, t he
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Figure 3.30: Percentage of three sided po lygons as a function of d. The
straight line is the mean over depth of the percentages. (a) Type A experi-
ments, (b) Type B experiments, (c) Type C experiments.
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Figur e 3.32: Percentage of five sided polygons as a function of d. (a) Type
A experiments, (b) Type B experiments, (c) Typ e C experiments .
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Figure 3.33: Percentage of six sided polygons as a function of d. (a) Type A
experiments, (b) Type B experiments, (c) Type C experiments.
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Figure 3.34: Illustration of how polygons split
later stage polygon fragmentation probably does not occur because the frac-
tures, which have locations determined by the impurities, are spaced closely
enough that the polygons do not shrink sufficiently to increase the stress to
a breaking value.
In all experiments, most of the 4 sided polygons form with straight edges
and have 90° angles at the corners. Since all patterns have mostly 4 sided
polygons, we expect that most junction angles will be perpendicular. Many of
the polygons with other numbers of sides, particularly the 3 sided polygons,
have curved edges and while some of the intersections are non perpendicular,
many cracks meet at 90° as can be seen, for example, in Fig . 3.37. Decreased
numbers of 4 sided polygons lead us to expect that the scatter of junction
angles may be wider but these data cannot give quantitative information
about the distribution of junction angles in the pattern.
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Figur e 3.35: Pattern formed in a Type A experiment. d = 2.27 ± 0.20 mrn
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Figur e 3.36: Pattern form ed in a Typ e B experiment. d = 0.83 ± 0.\ 8 mrn
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Figur e 3.37: Pattern formed in a Typ e B exp eriment. d = 2.51 ± 0.17 mm
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Figure 3.38: Pattern formed in a Type C experiment. d = 0.60 ± 0.03 mrn
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3.6 Junction Angles as a Function of Depth
60
For several t hicknesses in each different type of experiment, we measured
the junction ang les 8 between crac ks . The junctions were measured on both
sides of an intersection as shown in Fig . 3.39 . The number of crack junctions
in a given sample area depended on the thickness of the layer and ranged
from 46 angles in the thickest layer to 513 in the thinnest layer. The error in
measuring these ang les was about 2° an d the data were binned in So bins .
Figure 3.39: Location of junction angles measured .
T he pe rcentage of angles P (8) is plotted as a function of e in histograms in
Figs . 3.40 - 3.43. In all cases the data have a strong central peak at 90° with
scatter about the peak . The scatter in Type A experiments does not seem
to change with depth . In Type B experiments, the scatter decreases with
depth, except in the thickest layer. The histogram of these data, Fig. :3.42.
has peaks at 35° and 145° . In this layer, there were only 46 junction angles,
which is significantly fewer than in the other experiments (between 62 and
126 in the intermediate depth layers and 389 in the thinnest layer). Since the
number of junctions in the sample area is low, these peaks are due to only
two data points and may not be statistically significant. The histogram in
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Fig. 3.43 shows that th e distribution of angl es is mor e nar row in t he t.hickor
layer of Type C experime nts .
Th e mean and standard devia tion of th e distribution of angles were calcu-
la ted by num eri cal int egration . Th e mean of th e dat a for all expe riments is
900 within the expe rime ntal scatter. Th e standard deviation for eac h type
of expe riment as a function of depth is plotted in Fig. 3.44. Th e error in
a is taken to be 2.50 , half the bin width . The results shown in Fig. :3.44
are in agr eement with the qualitative observations. a is constant in Typ e A
runs , it decreases in typ e B runs , except in th e thi ckest layer , and appears
to decrease in the Typ e C experiment s.
In th e previou s section , the amount of scatter in th e number of sides per
polygon increased with depth for Typ es A and B expe rime nts and staye d
roughly the same in Type C expe rime nts. Th e histograms in thi s sect ion,
Figs. 3.40 - 3.43 , show that th e sca t te r in th e data stays approximately t lu-
same with depth in Typ e A run s and decreases with dep th in the Typ e B and
Typ e C run s. Th e decrease in the width of the distribution in Typ e Bruns
ma y be a result of mor e polygon s with cur ved edges formin g perp endi cular
junctions in polygons which are not 4 sided. In Type C experiments, th e
presence of the impurities may result in more non-perpendicular junctions in
run s where the layer thickness is about the sam e as th e size of th e impu rit ies
which would give a wider distribution of junction angl es in thinner layers.
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Figure 3.40: P(0) as a function of 0 of Typ e A experime nts with (a) d =
0.50 ± 0.02 mm , (b) d = 1.78 ± 0.03 mm , (c) d = 2.76 ± 0.18 mm, and (d)
d = 3.35 ± 0.18 mm.
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Figure 3.41: P(0) as a function of 0 of Typ e B experiments with (a) d =
0.80 ± 0.05 mm , (b) d = 2.20 ± 0.04 mm , (c) d = 2.60 ± 0.07 mm , and (d)
d = 2.70 ± 0.08 mm.
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Figure 3.42: P( 8) as a funct ion of e of Type B exper iment with d = :3.27±
0.30 mm .
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Figur e 3.43: P(8 ) as a function of 8 of Typ e C expe rime nts with (a) d =
0.64 ± 0.03 mm and (b) d = 2.13 ± 0.06 mm.
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Figure 3.44: Standard deviation of the distribution of junction angles as a
function of d for (a) Type A experiments, (b) Type B experiments, and (c)
Type C experiments.
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We studied the shrinkage crack patterns that formed in a dried slurry of
Al203 and water. The experimental parameters were the friction between the
layer and its substrate, impurities added to the slurry, and layer thickness. To
vary the parameters we did four individual runs for different layer thicknesses
for each of three types of experiment. In Type A runs, the alumina had nl)
added impurities and the substrate was untreated. The friction was reduced
in the Type B runs by spraying the Plexiglas pan with a teflon coating and
no impurities were added to the slurry. The Type C runs also had bottom
friction reduced with a teflon coating, and impurities were introduced by
sprinkling 10 crrr' of sand grains evenly over the top of the slurry before tilt'
drying began.
We approximated the wavelength of the pattern by A ;:::; II~ where N;
is the number of polygons in the sample area and I is the length of the sample
side, by analysing images of the crack pattern. We found the wavelength to
be proportional to depth for all experimental conditions. In the Type A runs,
the slope was 3.60± 0.08. Under similar conditions, Groisman and lvap lan
[7] observed a linear relation with a slope of about 0.4. This slope is smalle-r
than our values but the grain size of the material used by Groisman and
Kaplan is several orders of magnitudes larger than the grain size of tIll" Ali):l
used in our experiments. Groisman and Kaplan qualitatively illustrated that
reducing the friction between the layer and its substrate results in fewer
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cracks in th e layer. We studied this effect quantitativ ely by compa ring the
results of Typ e A and Typ e B expe riments . Th e wavelength in Type B
expe rime nts was proportional to depth with a slope of 6.,56± O.:W. which is
larg er than the slope for Typ e A experiments. Thi s impli es that st ress build s
up mor e slowly with distance away from an exist ing crac k when friction is
smaller, and indi cat es that bottom friction is th e main source of stress for
cracking. Type B experiments have a longer wavelength with fixed depth
than Typ e C experiments , with a slope of 3.43± 0.04, which shows that
adding impurities weakens th e layer , causing mor e fra ctures.
We did two-dimensional fast Fourier transforms of th e images captured
from the video record of the cracks. From the azimuthally averaged power
spectrum, we obtained information about the spat ial st ruct ure of t he pat tern.
Th e power spectra peak ed about some wavenumber kc . Th e lengthscale 1/ k;
is another measur e of th e wavelength of th e crac k pat tern , and t his quan t ity
was consiste nt with th e wavelength s as found by cou nt ing polygons.
Th e mom ents /I n of P(k ) about th e mean wavenumber (k) were ca lcula ted
by num eri cal int egra tion and th e values of st anda rd deviation , skewness, and
kurtosis were calculate d with th e /I n ' Th e standard devia tion , or inverse
of the correlation length, was constant with depth which shows th at th e
lengthscale over which th e pattern is correlated does not change with layer
dep th . In the experime nts, ~ :S A except in thin layers, so thi cker pat tern s
have little long rang e order. Th e standard deviations for Typ e A and Ty pe
B expe rime nts were equa l showing that changing th e bottom friction did not
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change the correlation length of th e pattern. For Type C expe rime nts, t he
standard deviation was larg er indi cating that th e lengthscale over which the
pattern was correla ted becam e sma ller.
For exper iments without add ed impuri ti es, th e formation of a crac k relieves
st ress locally. At some distance from the crack edge, dependin g on t he st.res»
distribution with thi ckness and th e depth of th e crack, th e st ress build s to its
pre-cracking value and another fra cture opens [2]. This lead s to a length scale
which is proportional to layer depth . However th e spacing betw een indi vidu al
cra cks is probably influenced by three-dime nsional effects in the st ress relief
zone, such as how t he frict ion changes with layer dep th , t he influence of
nearb y crac ks, and the st ress dist ribu tion functi on wit h dep th .
For experiments with added impurities, crac k locations depend on thi s
stress relief zone but are also influenced by th e impurities. Cracks are nu-
cleated more frequently at th e nucl eation sit es provided by th e impurities
which are approximately randomly distributed in th e bulk. Impurities may
also cause crack tip s to split during propagation or may cha nge the direc-
t ion of th e crack mo tion during propa gat ion , increasing t he disord er of the
pattern.
Th e skewness and kurtosis of th e patterns increased with depth for all ex-
perim ent s. A skewn ess and kurtosis of zero would mean that t he kP (k ) dis-
tribu tion was gau ssian and th e location of crac ks would also have a ga ussian
distribu tion. Th e only run which had a near gaussian form was t he t hinnest
layer of Ty pe C expe rime nt. In this run , t he layer dep th was O.23±O.02 nun
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which is smaller than the impurity size of .425 - .500 mm, and the impu rit ies
had a greater effect in this run than in the other runs where the layer dept .h
was thicker than the impurity size. Significantly more crack locations in this
run were determined by the impurities, which were approximately randomly
located. In the other experiments, the crack locations were more dependent
on the stress relief zone.
An increased orientation of the pattern with depth of Type A and Type
B runs is seen in Fig. 3.14 (d) and Fig. 3.15 (d) where the two-dimensional
power spectra are anisotropic. Fig. 3.16 (d) is the power spectrum of a
run of Type C of similar thickness and is more isotropic which implies less
directional orientation in this run. The thinner layers of all experiments have
more isotropic power spectra showing that the polygons in thinner layers are
more randomly oriented.
For depths of from 0.5 mm to several millimetres we determined till' per-
centage of polygons with n sides (n = 3 ... 6) for each of the different types
of experiment. We found an increase in the percentage of 4 sided polygons
and a decrease in the percentage of 3 sided polygons at a depth of about
1.5 mm in Type A and Type B experiments. This is a transition due to a
change in the polygon formation at late stages of drying. After the initial
pattern has formed, more water is lost through evaporation and the polygons
contract further. In the thinner layers, the polygons tend to fragment as a
result of stress caused by friction with the substrate. The fragments often
split 4 sided polygons into pairs of 3 and 4 sided polygons or 3 and 5 sided
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polygons. In thicker layers, the effects of friction are reduced and the stress
is not large enough to cause the polygons to fracture. The transition was not
observed in Type C runs because in these experiments, the impurities caused
the fractures formed initially to be sufficiently close so that the strength of
the smallest polygons exceeded the stress caused by further drying.
The analysis of the distribution of junction angles does not show a tran-
sition. The distribution of junction angles in all experiments was peaked at
900 with some scatter about the peak. In Type A runs, the scatter in the
distribution of angles is approximately constant with depth. Neglecting the
thickest point in the Type B runs, the distribution of junction angles becomes
more narrow with increasing depth. In thicker runs of Type B, the cracks
tend to curve, so that many of the 3 and 5 sided polygons are formed with
cracks that meet at perpendicular junctions. The curving is not as appar-
ent in Type A runs. The distribution also decreases with depth in Type C
experiments. Type C experiments have more non-perpendicular junctions ill
thin layers because the size of the impurities is about the same as the layer
depth and cracks are more easily nucleated at the impurities.
Groisman and Kaplan [7J noted a transition below 4 mm in their experi-
ments which was marked by a change in the morphology to a pattern without
a definite polygonal network and an increase in the percentage of 1200 june-
tion from close to 0 to about 30%. We did not see any such transition ill
our experiments. In all experiments, the patterns had a definite polygo-
nal network with primarily perpendicular junctions and in all runs except
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the thinnest layer of the Type C runs, all of the cracks were straight with
smooth faces. The Alz03 used in our experiments formed a very brittle layer
when dry. Brittle fractures have high energy and are fast moving [5] and the
crack opens before the surrounding stress field has time to completely relax
to a new value. With slower moving cracks which form in less brittle sub-
stances, the stress field relaxes and changes as the crack propagates, making
the crack path complicated. Smooth, polygonal crack patterns with per-
pendicular junctions, like the patterns we observe in the dried Al203 slurry,
are typical of those formed by brittle fracture of the material. More diffuse
patterns of cracks with a greater percentage of 120 0 crack junctions, like the
patterns observed in the thin layers of Groisman and Kaplan 's experiment.
are also commonly observed in dried mud layers in nature, as in Fig. 1.1.
pavement, and in layers of dried cornstarch and water mixtures [1]. A de-
tailed study of the crack tip velocity and difference in the material properties
of the substances which produce the different crack patterns would give more
information.
In these experiments, we see linear relationships between lengthscale of
the pattern and layer thickness. Bottom friction provides the main source of
stress in fracture. The addition of impurities weakens a layer and results in
a shorter lengthscale. With the Fourier analysis, we find the patterns have
little long range order except in the thinnest layers, suggesting that three-
dimensional effects are important. We see that in the thickest layers the
pattern of polygons have increased spatial orientation. Most crack junctions
Summary
ar e perpendicular so th ey were form ed primarily by crac k intersections rather
than nucl eations or tip-bifurcations.
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The following code was written to do the Fourier analysis of the digitized
images of the crack patterns with the software Matlab as outlined in Sec.
3.4.
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%File last edited on February 24, 1997
%matlab code which reads in binary picture files of the shrinkage
%crack patterns and does a two dimensional fast fourier transform .
clear
format long;
%Read in data
filename = input ('Name of (binary) file to read : ',' s ") ;
= input('rows (512) : ,);
columns = input (' columns (480): ' );
fid = fopen(filename,'r');
a = fread(fid);
status = f c Los e Cfi.d l ;
%The first 256 bytes are junk so we delete those .
%Put the column vector B into a matrix of appropriate dimensions.
%This is actually the transpose (due to the way meatlab reads a
%binary file) of what we want so we need to take the transpose of
%A and keep track of rows and columns.
Appendix A
B = a(257: (rows*columns+256)) ;
A = reshape(B,rows,columns) ;
A = A';
temp = rows; rows = columns; columns = temp;
'loclear the unecessary variables
clear a B temp;
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'loTaking the Power Spectrum of A will give a large peak at o. We're
'lointerested in the smaller peaks with lower intensity so to get this
'lowe subtract the average intensity of matrix A from each element.
mean_intensity = sum(sum(A))/(rows*columns );
B = A - mean_intensity ;
clear mean_intensity A;
'loB is a ' reduced' image .
'loWe take the 480x512 fast fourier transform of B.
'loThe fft is shifted (with the matlab function ' fftshift ' so t h a t t he
'lopeak occurs in the centre , shifted by exchanging first and th i r d
'loquadrants and second and fourth quadrants.
'loThen find the power spectrum of B to look at the peaks whi ch sh ould
Appendix A
%show a lengthscale of the pattern .
%With the software Transform we find the scale of the pixels .
%Input this data for scaling purposes of the final result.
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row_scale = input ('Row scale (n rows = 80.0 rom) n = ') ;
column_scale = input (' Column scale (n columns = 80 .0 mm ) n = J) ;
b = fft2 (B , rows, columns) ;
b_shift = fftshift (b) ;
Pbb = b. *conj (b) / (rows*columns) ;
Pbb_shift = b_shift . *conj (b_shift ) / (rows*columns ) ;
%plot the image and power spectra
x = 1 :512; Y = 1:480;
figure(1); elf; orient tall;
subplot (2,2,1) ;
imagesc (X, Y, B) ;
title( 'Image of Reduced Data File ') ;
xlabel ( ' xaxis (pixels) J) ; ylabel ( , yaxis (pixels) J) ;
subplot ( 2 , 2 , 2) ;
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imagesc(Pbb_shift) ;
title('Shifted Power Spectrum of Reduced Data File ' );
xlabel ( , xaxis (inverse pixels)');
ylabelC 'yaxis (inverse pixels)');
' 0
subplot(2,2,3) ;
imagesc(Pbb_shift (rows/2-3: rows/2+3, colurnns/2-3: columns/2+3 ) ) ;
title('(Part of) Shifted Power Spectrum of Data');
xlabel (' xaxis (inverse pixels))');
ylabelC' yaxis (inverse pixels)');
subplot(2,2,4) ;
surf (Pbb_shift (rows/2-3: rows/2+3, colurnns/2-3: columns/2+3») ;
title('(Part of) Shifted Power Spectrum of Data ');
xlabel (' xaxis (inverse pixels)');
ylabel (' yaxis (inverse pixels) ');
zlabelC ' intensity (arbitrary units) ') ;
print -dps FIGUREl
YoThe shifted power spectrum has a large peak centred at zero with a
Yosmaller surrounding peak in a ring/elliptical shape.
YoNow that we have the power spectrum we want to see where the peaks
Yo(maximum intensity) occur.
YoWe look at each point, calculate the distance (radius) from the
Yocentre, and plot intensity as a function of radius.
Appendix A
whos
YoFind the centre of the pattern by looking at it
round(rows/2-3)
round (rows/2+3)
round (columns/2-3)
round (columns/2+3)
row_centre = input (' Centre row: ');
col_centre = input (, Centre column: ');
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figure(2) ;
imagesc(Pbb_shift (row_centre-60 :row_centre+60, col_centre-68: col_centre+68)) ;
axis('off');
print -dps FIGURE2
YoThe power spectrum is a function of wavevector k.
YoThe framegrabber used to obtain the image scales the image so that
Yothe units of kx = 0.8 X the units of ky .
YoThe power spectrum is a 480 X 512 matrix.
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'loWe take the radial average inside of the matri x .
'loThe wavevector starts at the centre of the power sprec t r um
'lo (row_centre, col_centre).
'loThe wavevector extends a length of only 240 elements so that it
'loremain inside the matrix.
'lon is the maximum wavector from the midpoint to the edge
n = 240;
'loThe first column of the vector' intensity ' must be scaled so that
'lothe maximum k vector is 0 .5 (for critical sampling) .
kmax = 0 .5 ;
intensity = 0:1/(2*(n-l)) :kmax; 'lovector of length 240 elements
intensity = intensity' ;
intensity( :,2) = zeros(n,l) ;
count = zeros (n , 1) ;
for r = 1 : rows
for c = 1 : columns
ky = (r - row_centre) *kmax/n ;
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kx = 1.25* (c - col_centre) *krnax/n;
k = sqrt (kx-2 + ky-2);
if k < (kmax - 1/(2*(n-1)))
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index = round(480*k);
intensity(index+1,2)= intensity(index+1,2) + Pbb_shift(r,c) ;
count (index+1) = count (d ndex-e t ) + 1;
end
end
end
intensity(: ,2) = intensity( : ,2) ./count;
intensity(1:30, r )
MINIMUM = input ( 'Index number of minimum radius: ');
figure(3); orient tall;
subplot (3,1,1) ;
plot(intensity(: ,1) ,intensity( : ,2));
title('Intensity vs Radius');
ylabel ( , intensity (: ,2) ,) ;
xlabel(' intensity(: ,1) ');
subplot (3,1,2) ;
plot (intensity(MINIMUM: n, 1) , intensity(MINIMUM: n, 2)) ;
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ylabel ( , intensity ( : ,2) ,) ;
xlabel C' intensity( : ,1) ,) ;
subplot (3,1,3) ;
plot (intensity(: ,1) ,log(intensity(: ,2»);
xlabel ( , intensity (: ,1) ,) ;
ylabel ( , log (intensity)');
print -dps FIGURE3
INTENSITY = intensity(MINIMUM:n,:);
save INTENSITY INTENSITY -ascii
upperlimit = n - MINIMUM;
%Numerically integrate the intensity
denominator = quad8('d_moment' ,0, upperlimit);
MEAN = quad8 ( 'n_mean' ,0 , upperlimi t ) / denominator;
save MEAN MEAN -ascii;
for i = 0:4
exponent = i
save EXPONENT exponent -ascii
numerator(i+1) = quad8('n_moment' ,O,upperlimit) ;
moment (i+1, 1) = i;
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momentCi+1,2) = numeratorCi+1)/denominator;
end
XI = 1/sqrt(moment(3,2»; Y.correlation length
S = moment(4,2)*(moment(3,2)-(-3/2» ; y'Skewness
kappa = moment(5,2)*(moment(3 ,2) -(-2» - 3; y'Kurtosis
figure(4) ;clf;orient tall ;
plotCINTENSITY( :, 1) , I NTENSIT Y(: ,1) . * INTENSITY ( : ,2» ;
xlabel ( 'wavevector k (inverse pixels)') ;
ylabel ( 'k*intensity (k) ,)
print -dps FIGURE4;
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POWER(: ,1) = INTENSITY ( : ,1); POWER(:, 2) = INTENSITY ( : ,1 ) . * INTENSITY ( : ,2 ) ;
save POWER POWER -ascii
scaled_mean = MEAN*row_scale/SO . 0 ;
scaled_wavelength = 1/scaled_mean ;
scaled_xi = XI*SO . O/row_scale ;
scaled_inv_xi = 1/scaled_xi;
Y.Write results to a file.
outfile = input ( ' Output filename: ',' s " ) ;
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f id = fopen(outfile, 'a');
fprintf(fid, '\n\nResults from binary image %s\n ' ,filename);
fprintf(fid,'File created on: 'los in Matlab with angular.m\n ' , date ) ;
fprintf(fid, ' me an = 'log (inverse pixels)\n ' ,MEAN);
fprintf (f i d , , correlation length = 'log (pixels ) \n' , XI) ;
fprintf(fid, 'skewness = 'log (unit free)\n ' , S) ;
fprintf(fid, 'excess kurtosis = 'log (unit free)\n\n ' ·,kappa) ;
for i = 1: 5
fprintf(fid, 'Moment 'log = %g\n ' .moment Ci j i ) ,moment Ci , 2 ) ) ;
end
fprintf(fid, 'Input parameters\n ' ) ;
fprintf(fid , ' Sc a l e of rows %g\n' ,row_scale);
fprintf (f i d , , Scale of columns %g\n' , column_scale) ;
fprintf(fid, 'Centre row %g\n ' , r ow_c ent r e ) ;
fprintf (f i d , , Centre column %g\n' , col_centre) ;
f'pr i n t f'{f i.d , 'Minimum radius %g \n' , MI NI MUM) ;
fprintf(fid, 'Scaled results : ' );
fprintf(fid, 'Mean (in i nv e r s e mm) = %g\n\t\t ' , s c a l ed _me an);
fprintf(fid, 'Mean-(-l) (wavelength) = %g\n\t\t' ,scaled_wavelength ) ;
fprintf(fid, ' Cor r e l at i on Length (in mm) = %g\n\t\t' , s c a l ed_ x i);
fprintf(fid, ' Cor r e l a t i on Length-(-l) (Ln mm--l) = %g\n ' ,sc a l ed _inv _xi);
fclose(f id) ;



